FASHION ART TORONTO
2022 FASHION WEEK APPLICATION

PRESENTATION FEE
*Shows will take the format of either a runway show or static presentation depending on
location and concept

GROUP SHOW $1400
* Featured with 2 - 3 collections, scheduled back to back
* Designers may present 8 - 12 looks in the group show format
The fee includes the following:
- Presentation of 8 - 12 looks
- Inclusion in the 2022 Fashion Week Schedule
- Production of show
- Promotion via the Fashion Art Toronto platform
- Location
- Models (new faces)
- Hair/Makeup
Additional looks * any additional looks above the allotted amount are $115 / look
SOLO SHOW $2500
* Scheduled in your own time slot, featured as a solo show
* Designers may present 15 - 30 looks in the solo show format
The fee includes the following:
- Independent time slot
- Presentation of 15 - 30 looks
- Inclusion in the 2022 Fashion Week Schedule
- Production of Show
- Promotion via the Fashion Art Toronto platform
- Location
- Models (new faces)
- Hair/Makeup
Additional looks * any additional looks above the allotted amount are $115 / look

REQUIRED MATERIALS
Along with your application please also include the following:
ENTRY FEE: $30 (Early Deadline) $40 (Final Deadline) Please send an e -Transfer to
applications@fashionarttoronto.ca Use the password toronto when sending the transfer
PROMOTIONAL IMAGES:
3 - 5 high quality promotional images. Images can be editorial style or campaign images of
past collections or current collection. Please do not add any logos or text on the images.
Please provide quality images, as they will be sent to media and used for the promotion of your
work
SAMPLES OF PAST WORK:
Please provide multiple images of past collections or samples of work that showcase your
brand’s design, aesthetic and quality.
PROPOSED COLLECTION CONCEPT:
Please provide visuals of your proposed collection concept and direction. Visuals can include
drawings of proposed looks, mood board, styling concept, color story, etc. Provide as much
info and color as possible so that a clear picture of your concept is apparent.
Title Images as follows:
Name - Promo Image - Number (BrandName-Promo Image-01.jpg)
Name - Past Work – Number (BrandName-Past Work-02.jpg)
Name - Proposed Collection – Number (BrandName-Proposed Collection-03.jpg)

INSTRUCTIONS
1. FILL OUT THIS FORM AND SUBMIT ADDITIONAL REQUIRED MATERIALS
Submit application form and all materials to applications@fashionarttoronto.ca
2. TITLE FOLDERS & FILES
•
FOLDER - Please create a folder and title folders as follows FASHION DESIGNER/LABEL NAME - YEAR (E.G. FASHION-JANESMITH-2021)
•
FILES - Please title each document with: Name, File Type, Number (e.g. JaneSmithApplication-01, JaneSmith-Past-Work-02, JaneSmith-Proposed-Collection-03,
JaneSmith-PromoImage-04, etc)

3. SEND THE APPLICATION THROUGH ONE OF THE FOLLOWING FILE SHARING
SITES: DROPBOX / WETRANSFER / GOOGLE DRIVE
Create a folder and title the folder as follows: FASHION - NAME-2022 and share or send the
folder to applications@fashionarttoronto.ca
Due to the large size of files, please only send application and files through one of the above
file sharing services. Do not send individual / multiple emails.
If you have questions please contact: vanja@fashionarttoronto.ca
4. PAY ENTRY FEE
$30 for early applications (Dec. 21, 2021)
$40 for final deadline applications (Jan. 24, 2022)
When you are ready to send your entire application, please send an e -Transfer to
applications@fashionarttoronto.ca Use the password toronto when sending the transfer

QUESTIONS: E. vanja@fashionarttoronto.ca T. 647.834.0061

